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X.-G. Zhang, Predrag S. Krstic´ Radomir Zikic´ Jack C. Wells, and Miguel Fuentes-Cabrera. 2006. First-principles transversal
DNA conductance deconstructed. Biophys. J. 91:L04–L06.
Equation (1) is missing a power 2 for the square bracket. The correct equation is,
FðuÞ ¼ g0 11 2 sin uðe
ðk1k0 cos uÞl1=2  1Þ
ðk1  k0 cos uÞl2
 2
; ð1Þ
doi: 10.1529/biophysj.106.0900143
Nikolay Korolev, Alexander P. Lyubartsev, and Lars Nordenskio¨ld. 2006. Computer modeling demonstrates that electrostatic
attraction of nucleosomal DNA is mediated by histone tails. Biophys. J. 90:4306–4316.
On p. 4315, the following note added in proof was omitted:
Note added in proof: The latest work by Schlick and co-workers reports modiﬁcation to the DiSCO model of the NCP (40)
incorporating ﬂexible histone tails: G. Arya et al. ‘‘Flexible histone tails in a new mesoscopic oligonucleosome model’’.
Biophys. J. (2006) In press. http://www.biophysj.org/cgi/rapidpdf/biophysj.106.083006v1.
In the online version of the same article, Fig. 6 appears before Figs. 4 and 5.
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